This short paper proposes to use the statistical analysis of the correlation between DCT coefficients to design a new synchronization strategy that can be used for cost-based steganographic schemes in the JPEG domain. First, an analysis is performed on the covariance matrix of DCT coefficients of neighboring blocks after a development similar to the one used to generate BossBase. This analysis exhibits groups of uncorrelated coefficients: 4 groups per block and 2 groups of uncorrelated diagonal neighbors together with groups of mutually correlated coefficients groups of 6 coefficients per blocs and 8 coefficients between 2 adjacent blocks Using the uncorrelated groups, an embedding scheme can be designed using only 8 disjoint lattices. The cost map for each lattice is updated firstly by using an implicit underlying Gaussian distribution with a variance directly computed from the embedding costs, and secondly by deriving conditional distributions from multivariate distributions. The covariance matrix of these distributions takes into account both the correlations exhibited by the analysis of the covariance matrix and the variance derived from the cost. This synchronization scheme enables to obtain a gain of P E of 5% at QF 95 for an embedding rate close to 0.3 bnzac coefficient using DCTR feature sets.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Previous works
In order to increase the practical security of steganographic algorithms for digital images, one strategy is to synchronize embedding changes on samples that are correlated. The dependencies between image samples can come from correlations within the Cover contents, for example on homogeneous ares or textures, or correlations induced by the development pipeline (downscaling [3] , demosaicking [13] , DCT transforms [13] ,...).
The synchronization process is, however, difficult to implement since this process is antagonist with the general principle of additive distortion commonly used in steganography [7] which considers independent embedding changes and which is practically achieved using Syndrome Trellis Codes [7] .
One common strategy to deal with this issue is to break the dependencies by decomposing the set of image coefficients (pixels or DCT coefficients) into sets of disjoint lattices.
Existing methods can be divided into two categories depending on whether synchronization if carries out on the cost-map or on the embedding probabilities.
Synchronization of the cost map: The first scheme proposing to synchronize the cost map is based on Gibbs sampling, and it was proposed by Filler et al. [6] and improved by Denemark et al. [5] with the "synch" implementation. The proposed stego scheme works in the spatial domain and uses two lattices associated to a chessboard-like geometry: one the embedding is performed in the first lattice, the costs are adjusted in the second one so that consistent local modification changes are more likely performed. Independently, a very similar idea was proposed by Li et al [11] using four lattices, but without performing multiple sweeps through the lattices (actually the analysis in [5] shows that only one sweep is necessary to maximize the performance, so the two strategies are very similar).
Synchronization of embedding probabilities: The other class of synchronization schemes proposes to modify the embedding probabilities directly, these schemes are dedicated to Natural Steganography proposed by Bas et al. [2] , where the stego signal tries to mimic the sensor photonic noise. In order maximize the practical security after down-sampling [3] in the spatial domain or demosaicking [13] in the JPEG domain, the multivariate distribution of the stego signal is decomposed into conditional distributions overs disjoint lattices using the chain rule of conditional probabilities. On a given lattice, the stego signal can be generated independently (conditionally to the embedding performed on the previous lattices) and a classical STC can be used.
Between these two classes there exist hybrid strategies proposed by Zhang et al. [14] and Li et al. [12] that define joint costs between samples and then derive a joint probability which is after decomposed into conditional probabilities and costs.
In the JPEG domain, the only schemes addressing this issues are proposed by Li et al. [12] and Taburet et al. [13] . Even if these two schemes use completely different rationales and rely on completely different embedding schemes, they both try to preserve the continuities between adjacent JPEG blocks during embedding.
B. Main ideas
The present paper proposes a novel method that combines the advantages of both prior works [12] , [13] . On one hand, the method can be easily applied in practice in the sense that, as proposed in [12] , we use a classical JPEG embedding scheme cost map such as UERD [8] and J-UNIWARD [10] . On the other hand, the main contribution of the proposed method relies on its statistically-based foundation since, as in [13] , it exploits the correlations induced by the development pipeline to synchronize the embedding changes. However, contrary to [13] , the proposed synchronization method can be applied with any cost based steganographic scheme. The main idea proposed in this paper is to leverage the natural correlations induced by the development pipeline to perform synchronization in the JPEG domain.
We first analyze the covariance matrix associated to a development in the DCT domain similar to the one performed to generate BossBase [1] , this is presented in section II. From this analysis, we are able to decompose the set of DCT coefficients into 8 disjoint lattices, in among lattice the different coefficients are mutually independent, see section III. The embedding scheme is based on the conversion from the costs associated to each coefficients into an implicit zero-mean Gaussian distribution whose variance is directly computed from the cost. This "Gaussian mapping", together with the Covariance matrix estimated in section II enables to compute a joint Gaussian distribution and to derive its associated conditional distributions which are used to performed synchronization on the 8 lattices. The embedding scheme is presented in section IV. Finally section V present the performance gains for different embedding strategies (UERD and JUniward) and different quality factors (QF 95), and analyze also the distribution of the payloads on the different lattices.
II. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DCT COEFFICIENTS
In this section we analyze the covariance matrix between DCT coefficients of neighboring 8 × 8 DCT blocks after a development pipeline similar to the one used to generate BOSSBase (see Section V-A for more details on the development pipeline). Since the correlations related to the host content is difficult to model, we focused our analysis on the statistical model of the phonotic sensor noise.
We consequently computed the covariance matrix of 3 × 3 neighboring blocks of size 8 × 8 in the DCT domain (i.e. before quantization). The covariance matrix is estimated from 1000 constant-luminosity RAW images with photo-site values µ = 2 12 coded on 14 bits and corrupted with an additive signal S ∼ N (0, aµ i + b), demosaicked with the bi-linear algorithm, and transformed into a 2D-DCT array. The developed "image" in the DCT domain is then decomposed in 32 × 32 patches to derive the covariance matrix.
A region of the covariance matrix, computed on only four adjacent blocks, is illustrated Figure 1 . The scan order for the four 8 × 8 DCT blocks consists of a scan by rows within each block and a block-wise scan across the four blocks as shown in Figure 1 .
By observing Figure 1 together with the scan order and the decomposition of the matrix into different types, we can decompose the entire covariance matrix into four different types of 64 × 64 matrices : one intra-block covariance matrix and three inter-block covariance matrices:
• Intra-block 8 × 8 covariance matrices R i,i capture the correlations between DCT coefficients of the same block. • Horizontal and vertical capture correlations between horizontal blocks and vertical blocks respectively. • Diagonal inter-block capture correlation between diagonal blocks. Important remarks can be highlighted from the analysis of this convariance matrix:
• it is sparse, i.e. lot of DCT coefficients are uncorrelated, in one block one coefficient is correlated with 6 other ones, and on vertically or horizontally adjacent blocks one coefficient is correlated with 8 other ones in each block. • two diagonal blocks are close to uncorrelated (the correlation values are very low). • the patterns of the covariance matrix are immune to the type of demosaicking or down-sampling kernel. We tested tested the different demosaicking algorithm offered by the "rawpy" library and different down-sampling kernels and the patterns (but not the correlation values) where similar. In order to be invariance to sensor noise power (which is both dependent of the ISO setting of the camera and the sensor model), we convert the covariance matrix into a correlation matrix, were each diagonal terms equals 1, and each of diagonal term is divided by σ i σ j . Each term of the empirical covariance matrix is defined as:
whereC i is the empirical mean of coefficient C i , and each term of the matrix of correlation is consequently defined as:
The obtained matrix of correlation coefficients is presented in Figure 1 and it appears that 8 modes are enough in order to describe the intra-block correlations while 6 modes by blocks are needed for the inter-block correlations. The others values being very low, we have thus decided to neglect them and to set them to zero.
III. LATTICE DECOMPOSITION
From these observations we can now decompose the set of DCT coefficients into lattices. Each lattice must be composed of uncorrelated coefficient. We end up with 8 lattices, because of the following observations:
-To deals with intra-block correlations, we notice that we can find 4 groups of coefficients uncorrelated to one another. The 4 subsets (lattices) Λ i ∈ N 16 with i ∈ {0, . . . , 3} of these mutually decorated modes indexes are arranged thanks to a permutation matrix P such that :
The displayed correlation matrix 2 after permutation of the indexes highlights the fact that a coefficient belonging to Λ 0 will not depend on any previous realizations. However, we also notice that a coefficient belonging to Λ i with 0 < i < 4, depends on two coefficients of each of the lattices that precedes it.
-To deal with inter-block correlations, we proceed in the same way. This time, we can see from the analysis of the covariance matrix that each mode will then depends of 8 modes for each connected block (see. Figure 1 ). We also notice that since two diagonally-connected block are uncorrelated, we can build 2 sub-lattices of 8 × 8 blocks to deal inter-block correlations.
Based on the above considerations, each image can be split into 8 disjoint lattices in order to sample a stego signal in the DCT domain preserving both intra-block and inter-block correlations. Figure 3 (a) shows the locations of the uncorrelated coefficients for the different lattices, and Figure 3 (b) highlights the locations of correlated coefficients for one given mode. Table I indicates for lattice Λ i the number of correlated coefficients lattices {Λ i−1 , . . . , Λ 0 }.
IV. EMBEDDING SCHEME
We detail now how we can leverage the both the covariance matrix presented in section II and the lattice decomposition presented in section III to enable to synchronization of embedding changes for cost-based embedding schemes. Figure 4 summarizes the different steps necessary to perform embedding.
The key idea of the proposed scheme is the computation of continuous Gaussian densities from the costs derived from the additive steganographic scheme. This setting can be justified by the fact that in order to leverage the covariance matrix of the sensor noise, we need to model the stego signal by Gaussian distribution since it is the only distribution that can be defined only by its expectation and its covariance. The derivation of variances from costs is detailed in section IV-A. Figure 4 : Overview of the embedding scheme. The next step is the construction of a covariance matrix reflecting the correlations coming from the development pipeline, it is detailled in section IV-B.
This covariance matrix, together with the history of the embedding changes performed on the previous lattices, are used to derive conditional Gaussian densities, which are in turn converted into a pmf (probability mass function) to simulate embedding, or cost to use STC embedding. This is detailled in section IV-C.
A. From costs to Gaussian distributions
Without loss of generality, we assume also ternary embedding. For a coefficient of coordinates (i, j) into a 8 × 8 DCT block, we assume that the underlying unquantized stego signal is associated with an Normal distribution with zero mean and a variance σ 2 i,j . The variance is determined w.r.t the costs computed by an heuristic algorithm (UERD or J-UNIWARD here) for a given message size m.
For each coefficient (i, j) we can compute the triplet of costs (c −1 i,j , c 0 i,j , c +1 i,j ) respectively associated to the embedding changes −1, 0, +1. Since we use non side-informed scheme, we also assume that c −1 i,j = c +1 i,j . We can convert the costs into embedding probabilities using Lagrangian optimization [7] by using the formula:
with k ∈ −1, 0, +1, and λ following the payload constraint.
Denoting q i,j the JPEG quantization step associated to coefficient (i, j), we now assume that the embedding probabilities correspond to the probabilities of a quantized Gaussian distribution using three quantization bins, respectively ] − ∞, −q i,j /2], ] − q i,j /2, q i,j /2], ]q i,j /2, +∞] for −1, 0, +1. The relation between σ 2 and the embedding probabilities is then given by:
B. Construction of the covariance matrix
The covariance matrix is built in order to take into account the embedding changes that have already been made during the embedding. Its diagonal terms are given by (4) and its off diagonal terms take into account the correlation coefficients ρ k,l estimated in section II.
For a given mode, the covariance matrix is built using the variances of the (m − 1) correlated coefficients and weighting the inter-correlations σ i σ j such that their correlation coefficient equal the one estimated in section II. Note that uncorrelated coefficients are not taken into account since they can be modified independently during the embedding. The resulting covariance matrix Σ m is given by:
C. Computation of embedding probabilities and costs
Once the covariance matrix is computed, we can derive the conditional pdf P (c m |c m−1 , . . . , c 1 ) using the Schur decomposition of the covariance matrix.
This density is Gaussian with pdf N (µ, σ 2 ). Note that in order to compute this pdf, we need to draw the samples c m−1 , . . . , c 1 which correspond to the embedding changes performed on the m − 1 previous DCT coefficients. This can be done by sampling over the Gaussian distribution until the sample belong into the interval corresponding to the right embedding change. We can then compute the pfm by again integration over the 3 intervals ] − ∞, −q i,j /2], ] − q i,j /2, q i,j /2], ]q i,j /2, +∞] for −1, 0, +1.
Once the pmf is computed, either we sample from it, or we convert the probabilities to costs using the relation c k i,j = log(p 0 i,j /p k i,j ), and use a STC.
V. RESULTS
A. Database development
Because BossBase has been built from differents cameras, the full-frame sensors files have differents sizes (from CR2 of size 2602 × 3906px, to DNG of size 3472 × 5216px, NEF of size 2014 × 3039px, and PEF files of size 3124 × 4688px), thus to be able to have the same down-sampling factor for each image it is important to find the minimum length or width dimension for all the images. As a result, for each image we performed a centered crop of width and height equal to l min = 2014, and then we developed the image using bi-linear demosaicking, luminance averaging, bilinear downscaling and JPEG compression to build our BOSSBase-SD (same dimensions) for the given quality factors QF 95. Note that except for the crop operation and the demosaicking and down-sampling kernels, this database is very similar to the BOSSBase database.
B. Benchmark setup
The empirical security is evaluated as the minimal total classification error probability under equal priors, P E = min PFA 1 2 (P FA + P MD ), with P F A and P M D standing for the false-alarm and missed detection rates. The JPEG images are steganalyzed with the DCTR feature set [9] and the lowcomplexity linear classifier [4] .
The following embedding schemes are compared:
• J-UNIWARD-Synchronized and UERD-Synchronized:
where the embedding pipeline used the estimated correlations matrixR to build the dedicated covariances matrixΣ using the embedding probabilities provided respectively by J-UNIWARD and UERD to perform the sampling. All theses step are explained at Figure 4 . • J-UNIWARD and UERD: Because the synchronized version of theses algorithm use random variables conditioning the achievable binary entropy is slightly attenuated as can be seen at Figure 5 , more details about how conditionning influence average entropy over each lattice can be observed at Figure 7 . Therefore, in order to make an honest comparison we have compared J-UNIWARD and UERD to its synchronized version using the entropy obtained after conditioning.
C. Comparison with UERD and J-UNIWARD
As mentioned above, our approach uses conditioned random variable sampling compared to previous realizations: the attainable binary entropy would be thus reduced as compared to the reachable entropy considering independant changesas it coule be observed on Thus, in order to perform a fair comparison between UERD, J-UNIWARD and their respectful synchronized version, for a given payload inputed H in (bits/nzAC) the first step is to extract the costs from UERD or J-UNIWARD, compute the associated PMFs for each DCT coefficient, perform the synchronization and obtain the stego and compute the entropy H out (bits/nzAC) achievable for the new PMFs for each DCT coefficient. Because we use r.v conditionning we have H in > H out as we can observe at Figure 5 . To ensure that the Stego synch and the non-synchronized Stego carry the same amount of information, Stego is embedded with the payload H out (bits/nzAC) as depicted in Figure 6 . This operation is performed over the whole imagebase for H in (bits/nzAC) ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0}.
For UERD at QF 95 and a payload of between 0.1 and 0.4 bpnzAC, this leads to an increase of the empirical security of a little more than 5% as outlined in the table II. The increase in empirical security can be observed over all points obtained from UERD between 0.1 and 1.0 bpnzAC for QF ∈ {75, 95, 85, 100}. However, our approach does not provide the same stability of empirical security for J-UNIWARD, see Figure 8 and 9.
D. Complexity
This embedding algorithm is computationally expensive because the complexity of computing the conditional distribution increases with the complexity of the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix, i.e., as O(n 3 ) where n = Card (idx(m)) + 1, depending of the mode m and to which lattice its belong : n = 1 for m ∈ Λ 0 , n = 3 for m ∈ Λ 3 and n = 39 for m ∈ Λ 7 . On a 1.6 GHz Intel Core i5, our python implementation of simulated embedding on a 512 × 512 image is performed in 1min 46s while an UERD simulated embedding take 2 seconds.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have proposed a synchronization mechanism for JPEG steganography can be used for classical additive cost-based embedding schemes. The synchronization is done by incorporating correlations estimated between DCT coefficients after the development of the image from RAW to JPEG. Our encouraging results shows that this rational enables to increase the practical undetectability by around 3% for an embedding rate of 0.48 bpnzac. Because of lack of time, we plan to run the following experiments for the final version of the paper 1 :
• to compare our results with [14] using the same data-base. • to use the right quantization step for QF ∈ {75, 85, 95}
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